Extract from Qatari Commercial Code
(Note Articles 26 - 32)

The details of the goods with the trader shall be entered in the inventory book in its last fiscal year, or a detailed
statement on them,Initial
whether
their details are
included in
books
or my
lists.translation.
In this case, these books and
Translation
provided
asindependent
"reference"
for
lists shall be a complementary part of the aforementioned
(Articles 26book,
- 32)and a copy of the general budget shall be
entered in the inventory book of the trader for every fiscal year, unless a special book is recorded.
Article 26
The commercial books shall be free of any space or writing in the footnotes, omission or alteration of its
contents and before using these books, every page shall be numbered and the commercial register shall be
sealed on every page of it and the trader shall submit these books to the commercial register within two months
after every fiscal year for marking them before their end. If the pages of these books ended before the end of the
fiscal year, the trader shall submit them to the commercial register for marking them with what shows the same
after the last entry.
The trader or his heirs, in the event that the activity of the commercial store is stopped, shall submit these books
to the commercial register to market them with what shows the same.
The seal and marks in the above cases shall be for free.
Article 27
The trader shall keep true copies of all the correspondences and telegraphs and other communications that he
sends for his commercial works. In addition, he shall keep all the correspondences, telegraphs, bills and other
documents related to the works of his trade and the persons who practice a simple craft or small trade set out in
Article 16 of this Law and the trader whose capital exceeds one hundred thousand riyals shall be exempted from
these fees.
Article 28
The trader or his heirs shall keep the original daily journal books and the general ledger for ten years to begin
from their date of closure and they shall also keep the correspondences, documents and copies set out in the
above Article for five years.
Article 29
When considering the action, the court may automatically decide for itself or based on request of one of the
litigants to charge the trader to submit his books and papers for review of the entries related to the disputes
subject matter and to conclude its decisions.
Article 30
The compulsory commercial books shall be an argument for their holder against his litigant trader if the dispute
is related to commercial work and the books are regular according to the abovementioned rules, and this pretext
shall lapse by the reverse evidence and this evidence may be taken of the litigants regular commercial books.
Article 31
The compulsory commercial books, whether they are regular or irregular, shall be argument against their holder
in the defense against a litigant, whether a trader or not, so that the entries in the interest of the holder of the
books are argument for him.
Article 32
If a trader litigant asks to rely on the contents of the books of his trader litigant without acceptable excuse on
their presentation, the judge shall approve the claimants statement by his oath.
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My translation of Articles 26 - 32
Article 26
The commercial ledger must not have any blank spaces, writing in the margins, erasures, or alterations
of the entries therein.
Before use of the ledger, all pages must be numbered. The Commercial Registry must stamp each page.
The business must submit the ledger to the Commercial Registry within two months from the end of the
fiscal year so that the last entry may be annotated. If the pages of this ledger end before the end of the
fiscal year, the business must submit the ledger to the Commercial Registry so it can note the last entry.
If the commercial establishment closes operations, the businessman or his heir must submit the ledger
to the Commercial Registry so that this event may be noted therein.
The seals and annotations are provided at no cost.
Article 27
The business must retain a certified copy of all correspondence, telegraphs, etc. transmitted for
commercial purposes. It must also retain all correspondence, telegraphs, invoices, and other documents
received for commercial purposes.
The following are exempt from this requirement: simple craftsmen and small businessmen, as defined
by Article 16 of this law, and businesses with capital of no more than one hundred thousand riyals.
Article 28
The business must retain the original daily ledger, general ledger, and inventory for ten years, as of the
date of closure. All correspondence, telegraphs, documents, and copies referenced in the preceding
article must be retained for five years.
Article 29
Any competent court may, on its own accord or in response to a motion from one of the litigants,
require a business to present ledgers and documents for examination of entries related to the matter in
dispute. The court may extract whatever it deems necessary.
Article 30
Mandatory commercial ledgers may be used by the owner thereof as evidence against the other party
and in refuting evidence from the other party, provided that the evidence is taken from ledgers that are
organized according to the rules stated herein.
Article 31
Mandatory commercial ledgers, either organized or unorganized, may be used as evidence against the
owner thereof if relied upon during a commercial dispute or any other type of dispute, as long as the
entries that are in the interest of the ledger owner are considered evidence in his favor.
Artice 32
If a commercial litigant motions for reliance on his commercial ledger, and the opposing party cannot
provide good cause for its rejection, the judge shall approve the motion upon oath by the movant.

